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Abstract
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has changed a portion of people’s way of living and forced a radical shift in
working habits. Due to restrictions of non-essential travel and needs for social distancing, many companies have
adopted a work-from-home policy for their employees; with some even allowing it to be a permanent move. The
policy creates a number of benefits such as increased productivity, reduced commuting time costs, attracting the best
talent from any location, and more. And yet challenges have appeared. Long-term remote workers frequently
experience feelings of loneliness and isolation, as well as a decline in team engagement. As a result, people are
struggling with mental health issues, including depression and anxiety. They are also much less likely to work for
their company in the long run. The objective of this project is to assist employees in interacting with their team
members and rebuilding connections in order to increase engagement and fuel work relationships. To address the
problem, I created Coffit, a tablet-based application, that provides a virtual space to encourage employees to interact
and communicate with one another by simulating the coffee and activity area from the actual office. The project
displayed the user interface and animations demonstrating how it could foster team relationships.

Keywords
Interaction design, UI/UX design, 3D, Work-from-home, team engagement
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Context
Problem and Solution
As the COVID-19 pandemic keeps the world apart, companies have adopted a work-from-home policy
(“WFH policy”) for their employees. While this policy addresses and alleviates employees’ health concerns, it in
fact poses threats to people’s need for social interaction. To better dissect the exact challenges and struggles that
people have encountered, I decided to do desktop research and conduct interviews with people who have been
working remotely since the pandemic. By the end of this preliminary research, I not only have a clearer
understanding of the social discomfort people are currently bearing, it allows me to develop Coffit, a virtual break
room, to alleviate people’s concerns by having a space to communicate spontaneously.

Key Data and Research
I started my exploration of challenges posed by WFH policy through my desktop research, in which I
observed people’s biggest struggles of working remotely. According to the “Remote Report 2021”, it shows that the
majority of responses reflect a collective concern and stress about not being to unplug, difficulties with collaboration
and communication and loneliness (Appendix A, page 7). In this case, I decided to further look into this
phenomenon and investigate the complications of it by conducting interviews and more desktop research.
According to the eight interviews with people who have been WFH for more than a year (Appendix A,
page 9), I distinguished the common problem from people’s reflections of the policy - it deprives people of a space
that allows them to express their opinions and emotions to their colleagues in a free and casual manner, which leads
to their struggles in collaborating and communicating with colleagues. To solve the problem, I intend to develop a
product that reproduces the space which allows people to engage in conversations spontaneously in between work.
As the interview explains people’s loneliness and disengagement, for the desktop research, I further investigated the
underlying reason of people’s exhaustion. Due to the high volume of virtual meetings, “Zoom fatigue” comes into
place; it is a unique kind of exhaustion that occurs when people participate in teleconferencing calls for an extended
time period (Appendix A, page 8). The repetitive and lengthened involvement in video calls lessens the amount of
time for people to concentrate on their own work, and it leads to the reduction of efficiency. Nevertheless, the
increasing volume of calls is inevitable - WFH policy deprives people of the flexibility to communicate with their
colleagues face-to-face whenever they need to. In this case, people have to spend time on extra communication and
we need a way to alleviate people’s “Zoom fatigue”.
In addition, I did a secondary research on the existing tools currently on the market. Startups such as Donut,
Tandem and Sidekick are all trying to solve the problem of maintaining a sense of community by coming up with
some creative solutions. Although most of them are sophisticated to use, some of them are built in Slack, Microsoft
Team, or other applications. In this case, it's hard to separate the conversations from the work and the users might
tend to lose motivation to use them gradually.
To conclude from these preliminary research, we are truly missing a few critical pieces compared to a more
traditional office setting. The structure in traditional offices makes it more possible for social networking and natural
relationship building when people are getting coffee or staying a few more minutes after a meeting. In this case, I
will develop a space that will allow people to participate in work or non-work conversations spontaneously, which in
turn will restore the natural cultivation of work relationships like before the WFH policy. It will also boost people’s
work efficiency in a way that it distracts people from the exhaustion from endless virtual meetings.

Project Analysis and Evaluation
To solve the preceding problems, I created Coffit, a tablet-based application that provides a virtual space to
encourage employees to interact and communicate with one another by simulating the coffee and activity area from
the actual office. The basic usage flow of the application starts off with creating the user’s 3D avatar, joining a
public room, initiating conversations with people in the room, and lastly playing virtual games that could award the
users with some surprising gifts.
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As people are hindered from interacting with their colleagues, they express feelings of disengagement and
loneliness. To solve the problem, I incorporate elements to increase social interactions. I designed a coffee cup
collection mechanism and a game table (Appendix A, page 19). To encourage people to spend more time engaging
in conversations and staying in the coffee room, I created the coffee station where people can collect 1 cup for every
20 minutes they stay in the room. If people collect 6 cups, a prize will be given (a gift card with the amount decided
by the company). As for the game table, people can join the table freely. A score board is present as the game
simulates the game in reality (Appendix A, page 20). As such, people will spend more time in the coffee room, and
they are actively increasing interaction.
As mentioned earlier, people also suffer from “Zoom fatigue” , and my project addresses this issue by
providing the functionality in the application to create avatars. Before entering the coffee room, the users are
required to create their personalized avatars with a vast freedom of customization (Appendix A, page 14). The usage
of avatars would effectively help people conceal their physical appearances in reality yet still expose part of the
personalities that they want to be seen. After the avatars are created, the users can enter the coffee room and start
conversations with anyone in the room. As there are multiple methods for communication, I particularly avoided
offering people with options for making video calls to lessen the possibility of turning “Zoom fatigue”. To talk to
someone, users have the choice of using audio or message typing (Appendix A, page 18). Pop-up messages, which
is a real-time representation of what other people are currently discussing aside from your own ongoing
conversations with others, can be used to make spontaneous conversations possible. Furthermore, for a more
intuitive experience, animojis that are emoji animations performed by the avatar characters in the app, can be fully
leveraged if users choose a third way to interact with other people spontaneously in addition to audio and text
messages.
From the interviews with people of different backgrounds, I learned that they have been struggling with
collaboration and communication specifically due to lack of trust and creativity, unwillingness to use work
applications for non-work chatting, and difficulty to convey emotional expressions. The project provides the concept
of coffee rooms which are fully customizable by people (Appendix A, page 16). The process of room creation can
help foster the communication and cooperation between people on the team. For example, the company is planning
to host a virtual social event over on Coffit, and they want to create a customized room that everyone would like
ahead of time. What the company could do is to invite the future participants to be involved in the room
customization, such as choosing their desired indoor decorations. This way, the activity allows users to enjoy and
talk about non-work related topics since they are working together for a casual objective, which also enhances the
collaboration skills between team members as well.
I conducted usability testing with all the eight interviewees that I interviewed before from research and
collected responses from them. In terms of the evaluation method, I distributed questionnaires to the participants in
order to measure the feasibility of the solution from aspects in regards to the problems. To sum up from the
evaluation results, 80% of them gave overall positive feedback and all of them were satisfied with the final solution
and thought it addressed and managed to alleviate the problem.

Conclusion
The main goals for the project are to help the remote employees to have spontaneous conversations and the
opportunity to engage with one another. Coffit provides a vivid virtual coffee room to people who are currently
feeling isolated from work-from-home, allowing them to interact with people through a variety of ways such as
games, animojis, collecting coffee cups, and etc. By summarizing from the usability testing done on the
interviewees, the final solution and design have managed to alleviate the proposed problem, and thus, achieving the
objectives for the project. As remote work becomes trending across all industries due to pandemic, more solutions
are occurring to provide people with a better work-from-home environment. This solution represents a useful
proposal through its virtualized, 3D stylized coffee room design with a number of gamification methods for
interactions.
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Appendix A

COFFiT

Virtual room 

experience
An interactive experience aims to help employees
recreate watercooler conversations when they
are working remotely
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Overview
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01 Overview - Problem

Remote work leads people to
feel exhausted, isolated and lack
team cohesion
With COVID-19 keeping the world apart, many are exhausted,
disengaged/disconnected and have difficulties with collaboration
and communication. Remote work leads people to feel isolated and
lose the team cohesion. People are struggling to maintain morale and
keep their teams enthusiastic and committed from afar.

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck
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01 Overview - Solution

COFFiT
A tablet-based interaction space that
motivates employees to enjoy casual talks
and interact with each other by simulating
real coffee room and after-work activities.

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck
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2. Research

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck
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2.1 Research - Understand the problem

What’s the biggest struggle of working remotely?
The results from state of remote report 2020
showing that the majority of responses reflect a
collective concern about feeling exhausted,

Staying in motivated

Being in a different
time zone than
teammates

12%

7%

Other

27%

Feeling exhausted, and
not being able to unplug

7%

followed by difficulties with collaboration and
communication, and loneliness while working
remotely. Those pain points will become more acute

Distractions at home

15%

as companies are planning on permanently allowing
remote work.

Loneliness

20%

20%

Difficulties with collaboration
and communication

2021 State of Remote Work
buffer.com/2921-state-of-remote-work

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck
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2.2 Research - The cause of exhaustion

Why do people feel exhausted? - “Zoom Fatigue”
Zoom fatigue is a unique kind of exhaustion that occurs when people
participate in teleconferencing calls for an extended time period.

Four primary reasons why video chats fatigue humans

1. Excessive amounts of close-up eye contact is highly intense

11

55

million

million

Meetings are
held each day

Meetings are
held per week

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck

220
million

Meetings are
held per year

2. Seeing yourself during video chats constantly in real-time is fatiguing
3. Video chats dramatically reduce our usual mobility
4. The cognitive load is much higher in video chats
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2.3 Research - What makes collaboration and communication difficult

Difficulties in collaboration and communication
In order to dig into the difficulties with collaboration and communication, I conducted an interview
with 8 people who have been working remotely for a long time
Participant W. , Data Analyst

Lack of spontaneous & nonwork - related
conversation/interaction

“I have to make my words more concise because I can’t just go
to someone and talk it through .”
Participant E. , UX Designer

Less creativity and
innovative thinking

“My work hours have become longer at home because I need to
figure out the solutions by myself. I miss that I can simply chat
over a coffee and gain ideas from others.”

Lack of emotional expression
Participant Z. , Programmer

Lack of trust

Prefer to use separate online
platforms and apps to have nonework
related conversation

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck

“As somewhat of an introvert, it can be hard to communicate
enough with my colleagues. Remote work needs extra
communication.”
Participant D. , Product manager

I think it's easy to have misunderstandings with my coworkers when
we working remotely for long periods of time, because we are
missing the casual conversations to get to know each other, and we
only contact each other when we need to collaborate for works.
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2.4 Research -The gap between office with home office

What are really missing when we work-from-home
In the best workplaces, companies have an open office structure. Employees can choose from a diverse mix of spaces for focused
work, virtual and face-to-face around. They are building social networks and touching base with people across the organization,
not just who you sit next to. Relationship building conversations are typically more natural and happen when you bump into a
colleague getting coffee or stay a few minutes after a meeting to catch up. These opportunities are frequent when employees work
in an office, however when they work remotely, they are less likely to occur.

Coffee Room
Gym

Patio
Meeting Room

Booth

Physical office
Game room

innovative space

Restroom
Activity room

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck

Where’s other spaces?
Work from home
Meeting Room Only
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2.4 Research - Market

Existing Tools On The Market

Spontaneous

Intuitive

Fun

Separate

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck

Intentional

Technical

Sophisticated

Built-in
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Project Goal

Help remote employees to have spontaneous conversations and have
the opportunity to engage with one another.

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck
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3. Design details

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck
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03 Design process - Avatar help to express the emotions

Create Avatars with diverse
customisation options

create your avatar

When users first enter the application, they can create
avatars that best represent themselves, with a variety of
customization options available.



Preview

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck

Confirm

Creating the unique avatar is a important step before 

entering the coffee room and interact with others.
Having a personalized avatar can help the user transport
the energy of their emotions and feeling of togetherness
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03 Design process - Virtual room selection

Join a public room

1

1

Room capacity

Consider the feasibility. Each room has a maximum of
15 active users.

2

Profile panel

Users can set their status and see who else is online
on their team, making it easier for them to find the
people they want to interact with.

3

Create your own

Users can also create their own room and invite
others to decorate together

3

2
Samantha
Want to chat
Have an appointment
Idle
Chill out
Add your own

Online Team members (3)

Kelly

In Coffee Room 1

Kaven

In Coffee Room 2

Jade

Not online

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck

Invite
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03 Design process - Room customization

Create your own room
Step 1
Create a room

Step 2
cHOOSE room type

To increase engagement and

CONFERENCE/COLLABORATION

collaboration, users can also create

coffee Chat
Team bonding

their own room, either for a large or

Customize

small group. 



Decorate the room with other team
members for any team social

Build your room

Choose a room

events, allowing users to develop
organic relationships through non-

Coffee chat

Small team

work related collaboration.


Group chat

Coffee Room 1 6/30

Coffee Room 2 30/30

Create your own

This is the standard coffee chat room. By default, the
seating capacity is four people, but you can change the
room size, number of sittings, furniture, sounds, colors, and
other settings.

You don’t have any
private room currently

Samantha

Want to chat

Online Team member (3)

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck

Preview

Select
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| Search objects

Library

Room size:

4 people

Sort by Popular
Z

Decor
X

Settings

Date

Preview

Publish

Y

03 Design process - Room customization

Create your own room
Step 3

Step 4
PUBLISH and Invite your visitors

room customization

1

There are a variety of furniture and
decorations with various functions
that allow users to interact with them.
For example, if users want to organize
a team brainstorming session. They
can draw ideas on a white board that
is placed in the room.

Room Decor
ROOM settings

Room Settings

| Search objects

Library

Room size:
Sort by Popular

Decor

4 people

2

Visible and Edit by

Z

X

3
Please select

Decor

Only invited

Y

2

Public

Settings

Settings

Only you

Room Password
Change room password

Save

Remove

Email Domain Access

1

example.com

Add

3

Allow everyone in this room to speak

Global Build

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck

Publish

If this is turn on, everyone in this room is allowed to build.

Room settings
Change the room settings at the
setting tab at anytime

Audio

Preview

Room capacity
To change the room capacity, move
the size bar either horizontally or
vertically.

Date

Date

Room decoration


Publish
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03 Design process - Having spontaneous conversations

Start Conversations in the public coffee room
1 Pop-up messages


In order to have spontaneous conversations.
Everyone in the room can see what others are talking
about as the message pops-up, just like people can
hear others in the real room.

Room1: 6/15

1

Exit

Toby

Talking...
No, only been here a
few months. I work in
the Human Resources
department.

2 The way of communication - Audio and type the

message

In order to avoid “zoom fatigue” and seperate the
conversation from work place, instead of having the
video, users can only type the message or turn on the
audio in the coffee room. The audio messages will be
auto generated and present above the head.

3 Animoji


A small interaction control panel enables users to
select animation to greet and wave at each other or
even start a spontaneous dance

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck

2
12:36
You join the conversation with David, Toby and Jade !

3

Hi, everyone! |‘m Samantha!

Samantha

|

Send

Want to chat

Online Team member (3)
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03 Design process - Increase engagement

Room1: 6/15

2 mins Remaining

Exit

Increase engagement

15 mins Remaining

1

20 mins Remaining
Ready to pick up

In order to encourage the users to stay at least
10-20mins, users can earn real gift cards by
collecting coffee cups. They will also found cups in
random places by exploring the room. To increase
Your Coffit Cups

the social interaction with one another, users are
able to give the cups to friends or colleagues.

Share the cups with others
Online Team members

Kelly
In Coffee Room 1

v

Ka en
In Coffee Room

Samantha

Want to chat

Online Team member (3)

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck

Jade
Not online

2

1

Share

0

Share

0

Share
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03 Design process - Break room

Exit

Games

Samantha

David

Users can play table tennis in this area to better
simulate the experience of being in a real break
room. In the game room, they can have voice
conversations. When the table is occupied, users
can either watch the game or wait in line.

Waiting to play:

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck
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03 Design process - Visual
Icon

Avatar

Visual system
Vivid and engaging atmosphere makes
communicating with each other fun and easy

3D Design

LOGO

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck
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03 Design process - Visual

Visual system

Typography
Headlines

Buttons

Bodytext

Poppins

Avenir
Heavy

Avenir
Medium

Aa

Aa

Aa

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

0123456789

0123456789

0123456789

!@#$%^&*()

!@#$%^&*()

!@#$%^&*()

Semibold

Color Palette

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck

#FF916D

#FFA65B

#FFCD80

#565656

#C7ADFF

#FFA385

#FFAD66

#FFD490

#7A7A7A

#D8C6FF

#FFB198

#FFBA80

#FFD99C

#BFBFBF

#E7DBFF

#FFBEA9

#FFC594

#FFE2B5

#FFFFFF

#F1EAFF
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4. Evaluation

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck
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04 Evaluation

Evaluation through testing

“I hope this is real, can’t wait to use it .”

100%
Satisfied with the final solution and
thought it addressed and managed to

“I love the idea of having spontaneous conversations and the
way of interacting in a virtual coffee room”

“A stylish design, good additions for company’s to group
event, this is a organic experience compared to other apps.”

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck

alleviate the problem

80%

Overall positive feedback
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5. Conclusion

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck
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05 Conclusion

Conclusion
The main goals for the project are to help the remote employees to have
spontaneous conversations and the opportunity to engage with one
another. Coffit provides a vivid virtual coffee room to people who are
currently feeling isolated from work-from-home, allowing them to interact
with people through a variety of ways such as games, animojis, collecting
coffee cups, and etc. By summarizing from the usability testing done on
the interviewees, the final solution and design have managed to alleviate
the proposed problem, and thus, achieving the objectives for the project.
As remote work becomes trending across all industries due to pandemic,
more solutions are occurring to provide people with a better work-fromhome environment. This solution represents a useful proposal through its
virtualized, 3D stylized coffee room design with a number of gamification
methods for interactions.

Yifei(Effie) Wang - Coffit Process Deck
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